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Author’s response to reviews:

In the following text, we first provide the comments as given by the editor, and next our responses, preceded by [RESPONSE].

However, before acceptance, we would request that you go through the manuscript formatting checklist one more time and ensure that your revised manuscript conforms to all of the points. The link to the formatting checklist is provided at the bottom of this e-mail.

[RESPONSE] We have adapted the formatting of the manuscript at several points. In particular, we have added e-mail addresses of all authors, and have reformatted all headings and sub-headings.

In addition, could you please make the following changes:
Title page- Please remove the authors’ job titles and qualifications from the title page.
[RESPONSE] Removed.
Abstract- Please rename the last subsection as Conclusions.
[RESPONSE] Renamed.
Keywords- Please remove the keywords section.
[RESPONSE] Removed.
Section headings- Please remove all unnecessary capitalization from the section headings, e.g. METHODS should be Methods.
[RESPONSE] We removed capitalization, and replaced.
Introduction- Please rename this section Background.
[RESPONSE] Done.
Conclusions- Please include a brief Conclusions section after the Discussion.
[RESPONSE] We have included a brief Conclusions section of two sentences
Competing interests - If there are none to declare, please only write 'The authors declare that they have no competing interests'.
[RESPONSE] We have replaced our previous statement by 'The authors declare that they have no competing interests'.